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By Aaron Hamburger

Random House Trade, Australia, 2004. Paperback. Condition: New. New.. Language: English . This
book usually ship within 10-15 business days and we will endeavor to dispatch orders quicker than
this where possible. Brand New Book. The ten stories in The View from Stalin s Head unfold in the
post-Cold War Prague of the 1990s--a magnet not only for artists and writers but also for American
tourists and college grad deadbeats, a city with a glorious yet sometimes shameful history, its
citizens both resentful of and nostalgic for their Communist past. Against this backdrop, Aaron
Hamburger conjures an arresting array of characters: a self-appointed rabbi who runs a synagogue
for non-Jews; an artist, once branded as a criminal by the Communist regime, who hires a teenage
boy to boss him around; a fiery would-be socialist trying to rouse the oppressed masses while
feeling the tug of her comfortable Stateside upbringing. European and American, Jewish and
gentile, straight and gay, the people in these stories are forced to confront themselves when the
ethnic, religious, political, and sexual labels they used to rely on prove surprisingly less stable than
they d imagined. As Christopher Isherwood did in his Berlin Stories, Aaron Hamburger offers...
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ReviewsReviews

Unquestionably, this is the best operate by any article writer. It is really basic but surprises from the 50 % of the ebook. I realized this ebook from my i and
dad suggested this ebook to discover.
-- Kacie Schroeder-- Kacie Schroeder

This pdf could be well worth a read through, and a lot better than other. It is amongst the most incredible publication i have got read through. I discovered
this book from my dad and i recommended this publication to discover.
-- Sadye Hill-- Sadye Hill
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